FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MMF POS INTRODUCES COMPACT CASH DRAWER FOR MOBILE AND SMALL SPACE APPLICATIONS
Wheeling, IL, January 2015– MMF POS is expanding its VAL-u Line® branded Cash Drawers with the
introduction of the Compact Cash Drawer, designed specifically for mobile and small space usage. The new
VAL-u Line Compact has one of the smallest cash drawer footprints available today. Its dimensions are
only 9.6” wide by 12.5” deep.
“MMF POS is excited about this new compact cash drawer. It’s one of the smallest fully functioning
electronic cash drawers on the market.” said John Lanman, President and CEO of MMF POS. “This spacesaving solution is great for customers who have limited counter space and for mobile or mPOS merchants.
It’s also great when combined with our new locking Tablet Enclosure or Tablet Stand. Our Tablet Enclosures
are robust and durable with features customers really appreciate, like the high security lock, and easy 360°
rotation.” added Lanman.
Less than 10” wide, the Compact Cash Drawer provides a space saving solution for small and mobile cash
handling applications. In keeping with MMF POS’ manufacturing heritage for design, strength, reliability
and quality, the Compact Cash Drawer has a durable steel design. Other features include an integrated
printer cable to make setup quick and easy, and the fixed cash till provides space for four bills, four coins,
and extra space for coin roll storage.
Manufacturers of traditional POS products such as cash drawers, tablet enclosures, stands and mounts
must move quickly to meet emerging new demand for flexible shopping and payment options. The new
Compact cash drawer will help make mPOS possible and provide customers with a new way to conduct
business in small spaces. It’s ideal for many types of businesses: retail, restaurants, hospitality, grocery,
and more.
MMF POS (www.mmfpos.com) is a leading manufacturer supplier of cash drawers, tablet enclosures, tablet
stands, payment terminal stands, mounting solutions and other accessories for the POS market. The
company provides a complete line of product solutions to enhance the retail checkout experience for both
retailers and their customers. MMF POS products are used in a variety of customer service markets
including retail, restaurant, specialty, grocery, hospitality, convenience stores, gaming, office supplies and
banking.
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